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The 2017 Summer Mini Expo 
Saturday, August 26, 2017, The Texas FlyFishers will host their 9th 
Annual Texas FlyFishers Summer Mini Expo. Since its inception in 2009, 
the Mini Expo has become a place for our members and some special 
guests, to show off their talents and educate you about some “new” and 
exiting places where you might want to test the waters. Regardless of your 
skill level, there is something for everyone.  
The venue for this year’s event will be held at the Terrace United 
Methodist Church, 1203 Wirt Road, Houston, Texas 77055. The doors 
open up at 9:00 am and we’ll go, non-stop until 4:00 pm. Its’ open to the 
public and, ADMISSION AND PARKING ARE FREE!! Lunch will be   
available and. there will be drawings for fly boxes, a rods and other 
assorted fly fishing items. 
As soon as the doors open at 9:00 am, there will be activities both inside 
and outside throughout the day. Starting off the day outside will be Capt. 
Steve Soule, Jeff Ferguson, MCI and Andy Payne CCI, who will be 
demonstrating casting techniques for saltwater and freshwater fishing.  
Also outside, Clay Sheward will be demonstrating the “Do’s and Don’ts 
of Fishing from a Poling Skiff”. Closing out the day, Don Puckett will be 
hosting the Casting Games, so bring your rod and test your skills against 
the others.  Continued 

Also, in this issue…  
• Mini Expo Schedule of Events Page 3  
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Remember, there will 
be no August Monthly 

Meeting.  

The Summer Expo, 
Saturday, August 26, is 

held instead of the Club’s 
regular monthly meeting. 

We will return to our 
regular meeting schedule 

in September at the 
Community Center 
Building located in 
Bayland Park, 6400 

Bissonnet St., Houston 
Texas  77074. 
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The Annual Mini Expo – Continued: 
Inside we will hold seminars and demonstrations of the various 
aspects of fly fishing and fly tying. Depending on your interests, 
there is something for everyone. The Texas FlyFishers will host a 
booth explaining the educational opportunities that our club offers. 
Also on hand will be Mike Arnold, explaining the fishing 
opportunities available at Damon 7 Lakes and Guide Kevin 
Hutchison, Hill Country Flyfishers, who will be tying flies and 
explaining where to use them on the Central Texas Rivers. 

Featured presentations: 
Danny Scarborough - Urban Angling   
Jeff Ferguson - Fishing the Big Lake, Lake Calcasieu, LA 
Patti Carothers - Introduction to Paddling with the Kayak 
Fisherman in Mind 
Clay Sheward – Do’s and Don’ts of Fishing from a Poling Skiff 

Texas FlyFishers will showcase: 
Rod Building - George Sutherland and Garland Sparks 
Knot Tying - Dave Steffek 
Furled Leaders - Frank Schlicht 
“Relatively” Recent Developments in Fly Tying - Jerry Brown 
New Innovative Process for Tying Flies - Joe Nicklo 

Casting Instructors: 
Jeff Ferguson, MCI 
Andy Payne, CCI       
Capt. Steve Soule' 
Ray Johnson, CCI 

Fly tyers: 
John and Shelby Carpenter 
Kevin Hutchison 
Chris Sumers 
Barry Sandler 
Curtis Gross 

And, also on hand: 
Jim Loudermouth - Wooden Fish Carvings & How to Create Your Own 
Cully Mulran - Underwater Green Fishing Lights  
Beginner’s fly tying table. Tying your own flies adds a whole new dimension to your fly fishing 
experience and, here is the place you can get started. The Texas FlyFishers membership has a wealth of 
fly tying talent they are eager to share with you. 
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The Texas FlyFishers 
9th Annual Summer Expo 
Saturday, August 26, 2017 

 Time Speaker Topic  

Casting Classes and Demonstrations – Outside Casting Area 

9:00 am - Noon All Instructors Walk Up Casting Clinic ‐ One‐On‐One Casting with an Instructor  

9:15 - 10:00 am Andy Payne How to make an efficient, effective pick up and lay down cast 

10:15 - 11:00 am Jeff Ferguson Saltwater Quick Cast and Extending Line to 70+ feet, Quickly 

11:15 am - Noon Capt. Steve Soulé Improve or, Learn the Double Haul to Cast Further 

Noon - 2:00 pm Don Puckett Danish Casting Games 

Class Room Presentations  

11:00 am - Noon Danny Scarborough Urban Angling 

1:00 - 2:00 pm Patti Carothers Introduction to Paddling with Kayak Fishermen in Mind  

2:00 - 3:00 pm Jeff Ferguson Fishing the Big Lake (Lake Calcasieu, Louisiana) 

Techniques and Demonstrations – Main Auditorium 

  Fly Tying Demonstrations Main Auditorium 

All Day Mike Arnold Fishing Opportunities at Damon 7 Lakes 

All Day George Southerland  Rod Building  
 & Garland Sparks 

All Day Dave Steffek Knot Tying 

All Day Frank Schlicht Furled Leaders 

All Day Jerry Brown “Relatively” Recent Developments in Fly Tying  

All Day Joe Nicklo New Innovative Process for Tying Flies 

All Day Kevin Hutchison Tying Flies for Central Texas River and How to Use Them 

All Day Clay Sheward Do’s and Don’ts of Fishing from a Poling Skiff  

All Day Jim Loudermouth Wooden Fish Carvings & How to Create Your Own 

All Day Cully Mulran Underwater Green Fishing Lights 
Note: Schedule, presenters, topics and locations subject to change 

 
We look forward to seeing you on the August 26th. Mary Kay and Skip Donovan 

Schedule of Events 
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Here’s What’s Coming Up! 
An important notice: 
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) reminds hunters and anglers that the new 2017-2018 
licenses go on sale Tuesday, August 15, 2017. All current year Texas hunting and fishing licenses (except 
year-to-date fishing licenses) expire August 31, 2017.  

Monthly Meeting: 
Remember, due to the Summer Mini Expo, Saturday, August 26, the Club’s regular August monthly 
meeting has been cancelled. We will return to our regular meeting schedule on September 27, 2017 

Education: Tying at Cabela’s in League City 
The Texas FlyFishers will be tying some “Redfish Patterns” at the Cabela’s store located at 2421 S Gulf 
Freeway (I-45 South) in League City, TX 77573, on Sunday, August 27th, 2017 from 2:00 – 4:00 pm. If 
you are interested in tying, please contact Don “Puck” Puckett, Phone: (two ate 1) 865 dash 32 sixteen; e-
mail: doncpuckett at gee male. 

Outings: -  
Freshwater -  
There is no Freshwater outing currently scheduled for August but, if you have a spot and you would like 
to take the lead, contact our Outings Chairman Don “Puck” Puckett and he’ll help you line the trip up. To 
contact “Puck”, call him at: (Two ate one) 865 - thirty-two sixteen or, drop him an e-mail at: doncpuckett 
(at) gee male (dot) com 

Saltwater - Trinity Bay / Fort Anahuac, Saturday, August 19th, 2017 
You’ll find the usual specks, reds & flounder, plus you might just find a stray striper down from 
Livingston! For those who haven’t spent much time casting the briny, this is a good, reasonably close by 
opportunity to give it a go.  
We’ll meet up and launch out of Fort Anahuac Park in Anahuac, TX and get on the water by 0730 am 
and, fish until 4:30 pm or, until everyone gets tired of reeling in fish.  
The leader for this outing is Michael Quigley; Phone: 713-two-one-three-81-five-0; e-mail: 
mfquigley(at)yahoo(dot)com. To sign up for this outing, respond to E-vite link or, send an e-mail to the 
trip leader. 

Reel Recovery: 
The October 6-8, 2017 Navasota Reel Recovery Retreat is only a couple months away. If you would like 
to volunteer to serve as a staff member and / or a fishing buddy during these retreats, please contact Dave 
Steffek at the Summer Mini Expo or, at our next monthly meeting.  
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Mark Your Calendars: 
Meetings: 
Tuesday, September 27, 2017: The speaker for September Monthly Meeting will be Bob Arsenault with 
the Silver King Lodge located on the Rio Colorado in Costa Rica http://silverkinglodge.com . Bob will 
tell us all about fly fishing for tarpon in Costa Rica.  Bob will also touch on fishing for other species in the 
area. And, as you may know, club member Jerry Brown has fished down there several times. 

The monthly meetings for the Texas FlyFishers are held at the Community Center Building located in 
Bayland Park, 6400 Bissonnet St., Houston TX 77074. Social hour and fly tying starts at 6:30pm and the 
meeting kicks off at 7:00 pm. And, don’t forget the casting instruction taking place outside (weather 
permitting), beginning around 6:00 pm 

Outings: 
Freshwater Outing: Garcitas Creek, Near Victoria, Texas - September 9, 2017  
Garcitas Creek is a stream located less than 8 miles from Port Lavaca, in Victoria County. Alternate 
names for this stream include Rio de los Frances, Garcitas River and Garcetas River.  A variety of 
freshwater species inhabit these waters and, a few typically thought of as saltwater fish. We’ll fish from 
boats, kayaks and/or canoes.  
The leader for this outing is Don Hanselman, Phone: (713) 8I6(dash) O ate ate four, e-mail: drh1221drh 
(at) yahoo (dot) com . For additional information, you can also contact Don “Puck” Puckett, Phone: (two 
ate 1) 865 dash 32 sixteen; e-mail: doncpuckett (at) gee male (dot) com     
Saltwater Outing: 2017 Padre Island National Seashore (PINS) – September 22 - 24, 2017 

This is the outing where we take four-wheel drive vehicles down 
Padre Island National Seashore during the anchovy migration, 
and target blitzing schools of ladyfish, jacks, redfish, and 
tarpon…and other denizens of in the surf.  
Based on past years’ experience, we will meet up at noon on 
Friday (9/22) at the Malaquite Visitors Center (PINS 
Headquarters) and begin our run down the beach, fishing our 
way to Mile Marker (MM) 40± area and setting up camp in that 
area. We may be able to get by Big Shell by taking the high road. 

Then, after a good night’s sleep and Saturday (9/23) morning 
coffee and breakfast, we’ll fish down to the Port Mansfield 
jetties.  Fall brings bait migrations and large schools of 
predators that feed on them. The water is typically clear (much 
more so than Galveston). Then, we’ll head on back up the 
beach, picking a spot to set up camp in the MM 40 - 30 area.   

http://silverkinglodge.com/
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Mark Your Calendars: - Continued 
On Sunday (9/24) morning, we’ll break camp and fish back to the Malaquite Visitors Center for a shower 
(the Malaquite Pavilion offers public showers to get off the sand and salt before the drive home. Our 
back-up plan will be the following weekend if there is a conflict, or weather related issues. 
The leader for this outing is Don “Puck” Puckett, Phone: (two ate 1) 865 dash 32 sixteen; e-
mail: doncpuckett (at) gee male (dot) com  
For additional information on this outing, check the thread on the Texas FlyFishers website at 
https://texasflyfishers.org/2016/10/16/tff-pins-2017-surf-fishing-trip/#more-3041 

Eva’s Bonefish Lodge Invitational, Andros, Bahamas: Some Openings Still Available! 

For you traveling anglers, here is an opportunity in which you might be interested. If you were in 
attendance at the April Monthly Meeting, you will remember Jason Edgecombe and Leo Lovesee telling 
us about a new event taking place this fall. It’s the First Annual Eva’s Bonefish Lodge Invitational 
Bonefish Tournament. 

 “This year’s dates are October 5th thru 11th, 2017 and, November 1st thru 6th, 2017. Entry Fees are 
$4,100.00 and $4,800.00.  The only thing which is not covered is airfare. We're looking for three teams of 
two, will help with paring single persons that would like to attend.  Each team will be sharing a room with 
two queen beds and private bath, meals are included and prepared by private chef. Entry fee and license 
and transportation to and from airport is included, along with team boat and guide. You can also check the 
web site Eva's Bonefish Lodge - Andros Island, evasbonefishinglodge.com , for dates and rates for 
planning future trips to world class bonefishing adventures. Sincerely Leo Lovesee, Cell 318-458-1293, e-
mail vipalohakai@gmail.com .” 

 

https://texasflyfishers.org/2016/10/16/tff-pins-2017-surf-fishing-trip/#more-3041
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Mark Your Calendars: - Continued 
 

 

4th Annual GULF COAST FLY FISHING FAIR  
Sept. 15/16, 2017  

Ocean Springs Civic Center - 3730 Bienville Blvd.  
The Public is Invited to the Largest Fly Fishing Show in Alabama, Louisiana,  

Mississippi & the Florida Panhandle  

Hosted by the Gulf Coast Council - Fly Fishers International 

FREE ADMISSION, TYING DEMONSTRATIONS & CLASSES 

FREE CASTING LESSONS from the Gulf South’s Top Casting Instructors  

FREE PROGRAMS on fly fishing for local species, patterns and areas  

BRING THE KIDS!  FREE LESSONS for the Entire Family to learn to Fly Fish! 

BOY & GIRL SCOUTS are Welcome!  Work on the BSA Fly Fishing Merit Badge!  

  AUCTIONS AND RAFFLES for Fly Rods, Reels, Equipment and Artwork  

50% of Proceeds Donated to: The USM - Gulf Coast Research Lab  
More information, classes and schedules coming soon at:   www.gulfcoastfff.org  

http://www.gulfcoastfff.org/
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Outings Reports: 
July Saltwater: POC Una Mosca 
Always a blast, the annual 2017 Texas Fly Fishers “Una Mosca” fly fishing tournament held down in Port 
O’Connor, Texas last weekend was no less than expected.  What a fantastic time for the beautiful summer coastal 
weather to show itself.  I’m not so sure that you could not have counted the number of clouds we saw during the 
week on one hand. REALLY!  The coastal breeze really never got out of hand except down in Corpus…and more 
on that later.  Many of us enjoyed three to four days of relaxed fishing, great food, warm hospitality, and lots of 
laughter for sure.  First before I go any further, I want to say THANK YOU to Les Lehman and his wonderful 
family for allowing us to use his beautiful Bay home as our headquarters….Wow is all one can say.  Inside there 
are over fifty years of photographs and original artwork depicting fishing scenes along this portion of the Texas 
Coast.  You can track Les’s growth from a young six-year old boy till the present day in some of these photos.  You 
can tell just how much fun it must have been for him during those by-gone years of youth.  Again, thank you Les 
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lehman, we are in your debt.  So here we go! 

Wednesday 

Les and I started out on this mission Wednesday morning, I swung by his house and picked him up around 10:30 
am drove out to Pearland to pick up my boat, the “Muy Guapo” at Kevin’s Marine, and then it was off to Corpus to 
pick up a new “Hybrid” push pole from Kevin Shaw and the crew down at STIFFY manufacturing.  OK for those 
who don’t know and the truth to be known, I had carelessly lost mine several weeks ago somewhere down in POC 
and after searching for it for hours to no avail I just had to put a “cork in it” and suck it up and buy a new one 
…which I did. But the cork still hurts a little bit.  While driving down, Les and I carefully planned several fishing 
locations, things we needed for the event dinners, gear gathering etc.  Our plan was to pick up the push pole and 
then drive back to Rockport and stop in at Dave Heyward’s’ shop - Swan Point Outfitters and drop off a couple of 
Les’s dear hair popper/sliders for Dave to chase big Trout with! Then we would go to the HEB next door and pick 
up our supplies for the event. 

Coming out of Corpus we encountered some intense winds from the east 
and while driving down Hwy. 181, while checking my mirrors I see my 
front cooler launch itself from the deck holders located on the bow of my 
boat and go flying at 70 mph into the medium grass area between north 
and southbound lanes of traffic. WHAT!  I pulled off the freeway onto the 
medium area skidding my one-ton diesel to a stop in the grass and dashed 
back several hundred yards to get the cooler. [Side bar - Cooler cushion 
tops were brand new and $150.00 each. I need to see if it was recoverable 
or just torn up beyond use.]  The expensive cushion top made its way into 
the south bound lane and the locals were doing their best to miss it…they did - I picked it up, and went back to get 
the cooler base.  My heart was pounding and adrenalin was racing through my veins.  Once back at the truck Les 
and I looked at the cooler and it was no worse for the experience and would easily be repaired after a quick trip to 
the POC Hardware store the following day!  So back we go towards Heyward’s.  Mission accomplished there we 
continued to HEB and in less than an hour we were back on the road to POC!   
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Outing Reports - Continued: 
We arrived at 7:30 PM with everything on our itinerary accomplished it was time for a refreshing cold drink and to 
enjoy a great view of the bay off the back deck at the bay house. 

Thursday 

I slept in till around 8:00 am, Les was already up and had made the coffee…good start.  We assembled fly rods, 
gathered gear, and drove to John P.’s RV to turn on the AC so it would be cool when he was to arrive later that day. 
Then on to SPEEDY STOP for a sausage kolache and some drinks for the boat.  We were on the water by 10:15 am 
and all was good.  Les and I cruised to several different locations to check water clarity and to pre-fish.  Long and 
short of it all…my boat and all I have gone through the last few years was now performing wonderfully…Thanks to 
the challenging work done by Kevin’s Marine!  We were back at the house with some fresh fish and waited for 
John to come by to drop off his cooking gear.  He arrived tired but in good spirits and unloaded his stuff while Les 
and I were in town getting the repair kit for the cooler.  While at the hardware store we saw Mike Frankoff and his 
crew filling up his skiff over at SPEEDY STOP.  Ahh, it was beginning to look like the event was getting started in 
earnest.  Joe French and Joe Nicklo were reportedly still out on the water in JF’s skiff and were to come by later 
that evening and join us for some drinks! 

About an hour later we all got together at the “Central Command Compound” and were listening to the litany of 
stories from the day.  Of course, I had to tell the story about the cooler flying off my boat and everybody had a 

good laugh!  Joe French looked over at us at the table and said, “Well if 
you think that’s something, we were out fishing in the back of Pringle 
today and we came around this point and saw something floating in the 
water and sure enough we cruised over to it and we found this STIFFY 
PUSH POLE just floating out there.”  There was this long pregnant 
pause in the room ….and then it just exploded…I jumped five feet in the 
air, John P. just cracked up head down pounding the table and Les fell 
on the floor.  Joe was completely befuddled by our reactions not 
knowing the full story or even being able to finish his.  He was looking 
around for some kind of answer but none of us could talk coherently yet 
at this point.  All I could say was “are you kidding me” like five times.  

Quickly I gave my thanks to the one upstairs, then I looked over to Joe and explained the whole story…holey 
Toledo what are the odds.  Over two weeks of floating around back in Pringle Lake during the busiest time of the 
fishing year “Cula Roja” and “Poco Bueno” had just finished up.  Hundreds of boats could have been in that area 
and for a good friend – a club member (and my dentist at that) to find it was way beyond belief!  Thank you, Jesus!  
I told him about my reward of $200.00 dollars but he would not hear of it and said he would be glad to give it back.  
BUT WAIT Joe Nicklo said, “Could I identify it just to be sure?”  I said hell yes, I could, it had a repair spot about 
one third the way up from the foot and it could easily be seen.  I told him he could use it for the weekend because it 
was a better one than he currently had and that I had a replacement already.  John Purcell immediately asked if I 
would sell it to him to replace his overly bowed push pole…DONE!  I asked Joe French if he wanted it but he is 
trying to sell his Mitzi Skiff and didn’t really have the need for it.  Son of a Gun! WOW!!!!!!!!!! – Continued 
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Outing Reports - Continued: 
What a story and we hadn’t even got to the event yet. 

Others were still arriving Scott Fossum, Mike Frankoff, Jim Richards, Barry Sandler, and then Scott Breedlove 
being the last of the evening.  He and Lester stayed up tying flies and BS’ing till around 3:00 am.  I was dead to the 
world…until I heard Scott B and his MEGA-SNORRING that started around 3:30 am. DUDE… SHUT UP! 

Friday 

Nobody was in a hurry to get up at our place, alcohol content was probably still off the charts by 10:00 am.  We 
struggled down to the ramp to drop the boat seeing several of our compatriots there - it was good to see they had 
recovered enough to pre-fish.  Les took his boat out to Greens to scout that area, John and Scott F. tried the offshore 
thing, Mike F. took his crew and skiff through the lakes and back to Pringle, and others were still arriving in to 
town…Mike Quigley and the “Admiral”, Dennis Auger, and Herman Butler.  Scott and I fished the Coast Guard 
flats area.  We found lots of fish too.  However, everyone I caught was undersized?  What’s up with that?  We saw 
some small pods of tailers but were all small fish.  But we did see some huge tails in one spot.  My cast went right 
into their pod as a pelican flew over and the bird’s shadow scattered them everywhere as I stripped as fast as I could 
to get another shot.  Nothing – are you kidding me some of those tails were as wide as my BUTT! NOTHING.  
Scott got some shots too at some tailing reds and drum but nothing for him 
either. And by this time the sun was at “2-hot-thirty” we were ready to get 
off the water and retreat to the compound. 

Friday evening, I was the chef for the “TFF Surf and Turf” dinner we had 
planned.  Les provided a drum and another red for the feast too.  I pulled 
the T-bones out and seasoned them up and got the grill fire started all in 
good order.  Don Hanselman was there to keep an eye on it while I 
prepped the salad fixings.  I also greased up some potatoes ready for the 
microwave.  And in less than an hour of cooking fun, mixed drinks, and lots of stories of the days’ fishing out on 
the back deck we had our meal all in good order.  What a beautiful evening we had for our dinner.   After dinner, 
we all sat down in the living room and I conducted the official Captain’s Meeting going over the rules, boating 
safety, and different locations people would be fishing.  The bar was busy with some single malt scotch (thanks 
Alex and Scott), Tito’s, Jack, and some fine sipping whisky that was really delicious.  I took a short snooze on the 
couch while listening to the Astros lose.  I’m not sure what happened because all of a sudden everybody was gone 
and off to bed.  Just my thinking that maybe I “snoozed” a little too long. 

Saturday 

I woke up around 6ish and saw that Scott Breedlove and Herman Butler were already off to meet up with their boat 
Captains over at John’s place.  Les and I took our time drinking coffee and planning our attack.  The boat was 
gassed up and all the gear stowed the night before so there was nothing for us to do but hit SPEEDY STOP for 
drinks, kolaches and a sandwich for out on the water.  We were probably the last two on the water as the ramp at 
CLARK’S was a bit busy.  Les helped one guy get his boat in the water and moved his truck for him while I was 
dropping my boat. Everything went like clockwork.  We were on the water and off to our fishing sites by 8:30 am.  
Still too early for sight fishing we just took our time reading the water and looking for tails. – Continued 
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Outing Reports - Continued: 
We spent most of the day fishing the coast guard flats (both sides).  We 
quickly found fish mostly singles and a small pod of catfish with several 
reds cruising nearby.  Everything I brought to hand was too small.  Oh, 
the bigger fish were there but the dinks were all over my fly (Dupree 
Spoon Fly) in a Nano-second.  It went that way all day, no matter where 
we went the small fish were the “eaters”.  At one point Les and were 
surrounded by big fish and we decided to bail out.  I pinned the boat and 
grabbed the wade bag and was in the water fast.  We had pods of fish 
lined up for a hundred yards all the way down to the old CG Station ruins.  
I could not get a decent sized fish to eat and either could Les. I’d see a 
25”+ fish and get a cast off strip, strip, and boom a milk sipper would 
come up out of the grass a hit the fly.  All in told this day that happened 
six times. Not one legal fish. Oh well… Les didn’t do much better either.  
We had a good day on the water…we didn’t get burned by the POC 
Tower craft bums not once.  We did have a boat pull in right behind us 
while we were poling a flat and one of their waders came in behind us 
and actually was going to pass us until Les invited him to get on the boat 
with us.  No…well then back off and be quiet.  I will say this, Les is a highly skilled poll operator.  No noise all day 
long - NONE! …and SLOW he makes sure he covers every inch of the water with his eyes.  If you want the best 
shot at catching fish from the bow while being poled, Les is the guy to do that with. No hurry, No noise.  You hear 
that fellows of the Salt! 

Soon we sat down and ate our lunch and downed some cold water while wondering where some of the other guys 
went.  We had seen Mike Frankoff and John Purcell go by us earlier 
with their crews of Barry S., Jim R. and Scott B. but we hadn’t seen 
them for a while.  So, we cranked up the MG (catchy huh, my boats 
initials are the same as mine, hum) and took off for the Fish Pond.  Once 
in there we found Mike, Jim and Barry chowing down on some 
sandwiches and discussing their next move.  I got on the radio and called 
out to any TFF’ers and soon Scott B came across the air waves telling us 
he was in the very back of fish pond and John was wading a close by 
shoreline.  Once Mike’s guys were finished eating we all got together 
and went back there to see John.  First thing out of Les’s mouth was that 

it appeared that Johns boat was high centered as it was leaning hard to the left….[side bar if you know John P. very 
well the fact his boat was leaning left must have been very disturbing to him.]  I digress…anyways he said he was 
not stuck but the water where he was couldn’t been more than 5 inches deep and with a heavy grass covering. I 
started in but soon thought better and – Continued 
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Outing Reports - Continued: 
went back to a deep “bomb hole” close by. He said they were alright so Mike and I decided to take our boats 
elsewhere…this was around 1:00pm. 

I asked Mike to run next to me and to give me MPH readings as I wanted to see how my new prop would push the 
boat at speed.  At 4,500 rpm and trimmed ½ way my boat was running at 19 mph.  At 4,800 rpm it was running at 
23mph without changing the trim.  At 5,000 rpm it ran 25.5 mph at 5,300 rpm it was doing 28 mph at 5,500 rpm we 
were going 30.5 mph.  I then gave it everything the motor had and trimmed up another notch on the gauge and I 
was leaving them fast.  I figured we were going around 33 to 35 mph.  Not bad.  But that was using his GPS on his 
boat so I’m sure there is some negative correction needed too.  Plus I don’t need the boat to go that fast so I’m 
thinking a little more cup in the prop and my hole shot should get a little better.  We both looked around at various 
bodies of water for a few miles while heading back towards town but the tide was quickly dropping out, the 
temperature was rising up and it looked like we were done!  Back to Clark’s ramp.  On the way back Les and I 

stopped just southeast of the small jetties to look at some promising 
water where the sand just glistened.  Out came the push pole but we 
covered about two hundred yards without a fish being sighted at all.  So 
it was back to the Ramp we went.  Once back at the house we got some 
of Johns dinner fixings out of the freezer to thaw and made ourselves a 
couple of POC Cocktails.  John was hopefully back at his place by now 
getting his stuff put away.  Mmm? So I had plenty of time for a fresh 
handful of ibuprofen to be washed down with ice cold beer, ahhh! Does 
it get any better than that!  I washed off the boat while Les readied the 
house for the groups return. 

Our fly fishing folks started showing up around 4:30pm and from here “the party goes on forever”.  Now here 
comes Herman Butler, huge smile on his face, he had just had a wonderful time out on the water with Don 
Hanselman and Mark Machado who both took Herman under their wings teaching him that everything goes one 
step at a time.  You are not going to pick up saltwater fly fishing on your first trip but you damn well sure can get 
infected by it.  Herman was infected so much he soon grabbed his fly rod and gear 
and took off for the POC front beech to fish some more. WHAT? Well that’s 
Herman…he came back about two hours later still smiling. 

The gang was assembling fast, stories of the day were heard everywhere, John and 
Traci Quigley were stirring the paella, me… I was sampling the single malt 
upstairs in the cool air conditioning.  Alex Blacque was talking up a storm and 
everybody upstairs had a puzzled look on their face while trying to figure out just 
what he was saying.  A couple of the guys found the swing chair downstairs in the 
breezeway and they weren’t going to move…way too comfortable.  Dinner was 
served around 7:00ish and the place got quiet fast.  Everybody’s mouth was full 
consuming the delicious seafood paella…man was it good.  Great Job John and 
Traci. – Continued 
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Outing Reports - Continued: 
After dinner, we all gathered around the dining table to decide who won 
the event.  It appeared to the official “Committee of One” that Dennis 
Auger won the event with two legal sized black drum totaling 40 inches.  
Good job Dennis and congratulations - you will be the holder of the 
crystal trophy until next year.   The party went on for a few more hours 
and by 11:00pm it was only me and Les shaking hands on getting’ ‘er 
done!  Thank you, Jesus, for the safety of our fishers, for the return of 
my push pole, and the wonderful days here had by all in his grace.  It 
don’t get much better than this does it! 

Sunday 

House cleaning was the next task at hand. Les and I went down stairs and found that Mark and Herman were 
already gone…WHAT?  So, Les gathered-up bedding and brought it upstairs. I started cleaning up my mess in my 
room as Scott Breedlove got the last of his beauty rest.  I went down stairs and started to clean up my boat and put 
away my and Les’s gear.  It was again a beautiful morning as every day this week was.  The laundry was done in 
less than two hours and the house was spotless thanks to John coming over and helping us out.  We were off, 
stopping by SPEEDY STOP for some drinks and on the road by noon.  We still had more planned for the way 
home, Sunday lunch at PRAESEK’S.  WOOHOO! 

Hope to see you soon at our next TFF event out on the water. Bye for now and Tight lines for all!  
<’)))><{ GOLDEN }><)))’> Mike Graham 

Member’s Report: Rhode Island Striped Bass Report by Joseph Flowers, May, 2017 

A friend and I have been talking for a while about trying to catch the cinder 
worm “hatch” in the salt ponds surrounding a cottage owned by his in-laws.  
Finally this year we decide to do it.  

My buddy got in touch with Aron Cascone at 
Constant Angler http://constantangler.com/  who 
suggested the date we come up. And, he hit it right 
on the head. When we got there the hatch had 
started the day before. We walked down to the 
marina near the cottage, and those things were 
everywhere.  

We met the guide at 3:00 pm and the hatch was already underway and continued until 
we quit at sunset. He runs a Maverick flats boat that could get us in real close to where 
ever the fish were feeding.  The guy knows his stuff and is amiable. I recommend him.  

We caught quite a few fish in the 25 to 29 inch range.  I out fished my spinning rod 
using buddy. And who among us doesn’t enjoy doing that! 

Our wives fished with another guide using spinning tackle, caught a lot of fish and had a great time. Thanks for 
sharing, Joseph.  

http://constantangler.com/
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Fly of the Month: 

The Crazy Charlie 
By Charlie Smith and Bob Nauheim 

Tied By Chris Sumers 

 

I have a trip to the Yucatan planned for the end of October and, one of my target species will be the 
bonefish or, known in certain circles as the “Gray Ghost”. The next couple of months will find me at the 
vise filling up my bonefish box and, no matter where you go looking for these somewhat elusive 
creatures, one pattern you will want to have in your fly box is the Crazy Charlie.  
The Crazy Charlie fly was designed and originally tied by the legendary Andros Island bonefish guide 
Capt. Charlie Smith and made popular by Bob Nauheim, one of Charlie’s regular clients from California. 
Since then, this pattern has become a staple in every bonefisher’s fly box and, I believe it’s going to be 
there for a long time to come.  
 

 Materials: 
 Hook:  Mustad 34007 or similar saltwater hook, Size 4 
 Thread:  Flat Waxed Nylon, Chartreuse 
 Underbody: 3-4 strands of Krystal Flash (I prefer Rainbow) 
 Overbody:  Clear V-Rib, Medium 
 Eyes: Small bead chain, silver 
  Wing: Bucktail, White or Tan, and Krystal Flash, Rainbow 
 Weed guard: 16-pound Hard Mason mono (optional) 
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Fly of the Month: - Continued 

Tying Instructions: 

Step 1 

 

Tie in thread about 1/8 – 1/4 inch behind the hook eye. Tie in a set of bead chain eyes. Wrap the thread 
to the bend of the hook.  

Step 2 

         

Tie in 5 or 6 strands of Krystal Flash, leaving a tail of about ½ inch extending past the bend of the 
hook. Tie in the V-Rib so that, when you wrap it to the hook shank, the curved side will be on the 
outside. Leave enough V-Rib extending behind the hook so it will cover the entire hook shank when 
wrapped back to eyes.  
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Tying Instructions: - Continued 

Step 3  

  

Wrap the thread back, binding the V-Rib down to the hook shank, to a point just behind the eyes. Trim 
the V-Rib. Wrap the Krystal Flash around hook shank and V-Rib back to the eyes and tie off. Trim 
the Krystal Flash. Save these tips for later use.  

Step 4  

 

Wrap the V-rib around the hook shank and cover the Krystal Flash. Make the wraps closely towards the 
hook eye. Tie it off behind the bead chain eyes and trim. 
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Tying Instructions: - Continued 

Step 5  

   

Flip the fly over with the hook point up. Tie in the Krystal Flash tips with a couple of wraps. Cut a 
small amount of bucktail and tie in the bucktail so that the tips extend just beyond the hook shank 
with a couple of snug wraps, making sure you don’t flair the bucktail wing Apply a drop of head 
cement and tie off with a couple more wraps.   

 

Step 6  

 

Cut a 2 inch piece of 16# Mason Hard Mono and tie in as the weed guard (optional). Whip finish off 
the head and tie off. Apply a drop of head cement to seal the wrappings.  
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Tying Instructions: - Continued 

Step 7  

 

The finished fly.  

 

Tight lines, Chris 
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